Dear Property and/or Business Owner:
The outrageous facts are that more than 90 million lawsuits are filed in the U.S. each year. Some
people estimate that a lawsuit is filed every 30 seconds. We have more attorneys per capita than
any other nation on earth. There are 700,000 practicing attorneys and 130,000 in law schools.
To support their firms, families and lifestyles, most of these attorneys are compelled to
manufacture law suits even though the vast majority may even be frivolous.
Lawsuits are expensive and often devastating. Nearly everyone underestimates his or her own
vulnerability and risk when their assets, property or business is attacked. The chance that you
may escape a lawsuit is slim to none. Even one lawsuit with little or no protection could destroy
your financial savings just in legal fees alone, not to mention the lasting negative impact on your
future. The ultimate answer to Judgment-Proofing Assets, Property and Business is the
Family or Business Texas Joint-Stock Company/Living Trust Combination. Our
legal association has access to over forty (40) years of research, study, and experience in
legal entities and judgment proofing of assets, property and business.
If you are contemplating the future setup and use of a corporation, limited liability partnership,
limited liability company, general Partnership, business trust, etc., or already have one in a
private closely-held situation, we would like to ask you an important question:
Question: What was the major reason for setting up a corporation, limited liability
partnership, limited liability company, etc.?
The vast majority of people will answer that the reason is for the limited liability of shareholders
or partners, individually. However, this liability protection has been severely limited by the
courts. Additionally, there are three (3) other types of liability that need to be addressed, of
which most people are unaware.
The Texas Joint-Stock Company/Living Trust Combination gives you the ultimate total liability

protection for the shareholder by an equivalent legal means that has not been severely limited by
the courts. There is considerable book, chapter and verse of statute law along with court cases
that uphold the legal principles involved for the four (4) types of liability that need to be
considered.
Please review the following Fifteen Major Features and Advantages, then call or write us
concerning a one day seminar in which you can learn all about this extraordinary legal plan to
protect your financial future. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain by contacting us
today!

The Ultimate Family Estate and Business Plan!
By Utilizing a Family or Business Texas Joint-Stock
Company/Living Trust Combination—Providing
15 Major Features and Advantages—You Can.....
1. Avoid Probate and Business Interruptions as a result of a death.
2. Avoid All Federal Estate Taxes and State Inheritance Taxes Regardless of the
Value of the Net Estate Previously Owned.
3. Judgment-Proof Assets or Property from Lawsuits and Creditors even after
Lawsuit is filed and up to the day before final judgment. Nullify the Fraudulent
Conveyance Act Statutes.
4. Eliminate Registration and Franchise Fees and/or Taxes in State of Domicile and
other States while maintaining legal entity status.
5. Eliminate yearly Board meeting and reporting requirements. The Board of a
Texas-Joint-Stock Company may be perpetual with no additional meetings.
6. Maintain the better equivalent of limited liability for shareholders by an alternative
legal process and basis.
7. Offer liability protection involving the other three (3) types of direct piercing and
reverse piercing the entity’s veil or legal status besides the limited liability of
shareholders.

8. Maintain ultimate privacy of family and business affairs when compared to
alternative planning.
9. Gain the flexibility of a contract in that the Joint-Stock Company is free to do
anything except which the law specifically forbids under the common law.
10. Obtain the legal protection of the U.S. and State Supreme Court decisions along
with Federal and State Statutes upholding the Joint-Stock Company and Living
Trust.
11. Obtain all the advantages of a corporation, etc. along with many more
advantages than a corporation, etc. possesses, and eliminate all the
disadvantages of a corporation, for a Private Closely-Held Business or family
estate.
12. Eliminate much of the servicing and maintenance costs of a corporation, etc.
13. Enhance or replace your corporation, Limited Liability Partnership, Limited
Liability Company, General Partnership, Business Trust, Illinois Land Company,
Foreign Trust, Offshore Corporation, Nevada Corporations, etc., etc.
14. Eliminate the need and cost of high or even outrageous liability and/or
malpractice insurance premiums.
15. Gain the advantages of multiple entities to isolate high liability assets or business
from lower liability assets or business.

Please come and join us for the seminar and change the way you think and plan
your business, asset protection and retirement.

